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Air quality models are often used to simulate how emission scenarios inﬂuence the concentration of
primary as well as secondary pollutants in the atmosphere. In some cases, it is necessary to replace these
air quality models with sourceereceptor relationships, to mimic in a faster way the link between
emissions and concentrations. Sourceereceptor relationships are therefore also used in Integrated
Assessment Models, when scenario responses need to be known in very short time. The objective of this
work is to present a novel approach to design a sourceereceptor relationship for air quality modeling.
Overall the proposed approach is shown to signiﬁcantly reduce the number of simulations required for
the training step and to bring ﬂexibility in terms of emission source deﬁnition. A regional domain
application is also presented, to test the performances of the proposed approach.
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).1. Introduction
Air quality models are complex tools which include detailed
representations of the transport, diffusion and chemical processes
taking place in the atmosphere. These models work at various
horizontal and vertical resolutions and account for the non-linear
interactions in each of the processes previously mentioned.
One of the main advantages of AQ models is the possibility to
assess the impact of emission changes on concentration levels. The
easiest approach is to modify the emissions accordingly, run the
model and check the resulting concentrations. This is generally
referred to as using a model in “scenario mode”. One of the con-
sequences of the high complexity of AQ models is their associated
CPU time implying that AQ models can only be run for a limited set
of scenarios due to this important constraint. If the number of
required scenarios becomes prohibitive, one way out is to design
sourceereceptor relationships (or models), which is a simpliﬁed
modeling approach that will mimic the full air quality model
behavior. Air quality integrated assessment models use this
approach when scenario responses need to be known in very short
timewithin an optimization process. In this case a simpliﬁedmodelPisoni).
r Ltd. This is an open access articleis constructed to link the emission changes to the concentration
changes. The same type of simpliﬁed model is also very useful in
scenario mode when a user wishes to assess the impact of several
possible emission reductions on concentrations without requiring
the long computation times that come with running the full AQ
model.
Many examples of this approach do exist in literature. Seibert
and Frank (2004) developed linear-source receptor relationships
to compute the transport of atmospheric traces substances with a
Lagrangian particle dispersion model. Simpson et al. (1997) and
Tarrason et al. (2004) used the Eulerian EMEP model as basis to
compute country-to-country sourceereceptor relationships over a
European domain, considering a multi-annual time-frame. At the
national scale, Vedrenne et al. (2014) used a similar approach over
Spain with the Atmospheric Evaluation and Research Integrated
model for Spain (AERIS). This model allows for assessing the impact
of sectorial emission reductions on air quality. All the above
mentioned techniques however rely on a large number of computer
simulations to identify the sourceereceptor models.
Alternative approaches also exist to assess the impacts of
emission scenarios on air quality. The decoupled-direct method
(DDM) (Dunker, 1981, Dunker et al., 2002) or its adjoint sensitivity
complementary method (Sandhu et al., 2005; Hakami et al., 2006)
provide sensitivity coefﬁcients based on an initial set of nonlinear,
partial differential equations. These sensitivity coefﬁcients can thenunder the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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trations. The source-oriented external mixture (SOEM) method
(Ying and Kleeman, 2006) or the Particulate Source Apportionment
Technology (PSAT) method (Wagstrom et al., 2008) use a source-
oriented Eulerian air quality model and monitor the formation of
PM2.5 nitrate, sulfate and ammonium ion from primary particles
and precursor gases emitted from different sources. However these
techniques usually require an a-priori deﬁnition of the sources and
receptors to be tracked with a requested computer time quickly
increasing with the number of these tracked sources/receptors. In
this work wewill only focus on the formulation of sourceereceptor
relationships on the basis of an Eulerian air quality model.
Given the scope of the sourceereceptor (SR) model (e.g. focus on
yearly averaged model responses), an experiment is designed and
assumptions are made to construct the SR model. This experiment
consists in the following steps: (1) running several times the full AQ
model under selected conditions (training), (2) designing the SR
model to mimic at best the source-receptor relations of the full AQ
model and (3) validate the SR model on a series of independent
simulations. All three steps need to be designed tomake sure the SR
model becomes a good representation of the full air quality model
for the desired scope and that the assumptions made during the
derivation are robust.
The objective of this work is to present a novel approach to
design a sourceereceptor model for air quality modeling. The main
advantages of the proposed approach lie in the reduced number of
simulations required for the training step as well as in the ﬂexibility
it brings in terms of source deﬁnition. In a ﬁrst section, we will
introduce the overall problem of sourceereceptor relationships.We
then detail possible approaches to simplify the problem both in
terms of sources and receptors. In a second section an application
on a regional domain is presented, where different conﬁgurations
are tested.
2. Methodology
2.1. Setting the “sourceereceptor” problem
The full AQ model operates for a given time period over a given
geographical area. Both the emission input and the concentration
output are spatially gridded over this geographical area. Although it
is the same grid, we make here a distinction between the source
(emissions) and the receptor grids (concentrations) for
convenience.
Prior to any assumption being made, each receptor cell relates
with every source cells, i.e. each grid cell concentration depends on
the emissions coming from every grid within the domain. More-
over, different emission precursors can have an effect on the given
concentration, i.e. emissions from each precursor in every cell re-
lates to the concentration observed in a single cell (Fig. 1). This
relation between precursor and receptor cells can be formalized
mathematically using a relation containing several coefﬁcients. ForFig. 1. General conﬁguration of a sourceereceptor model, separating source (emis-
sions) and receptor (concentrations) grids.linear relationships, only one coefﬁcient is required to link one
receptor cell to one source cell but the number of coefﬁcients in-
creases with the degree of non-linearity characterizing the re-
lations. The exact number of coefﬁcients will depend on the shape
of the non-linear function used (or the sum of non-linear function
used). These functions which characterize the S/R relationship are
identiﬁed by performing different scenario simulations with the
full AQ model.
In this work we will focus on particulate matter (PM10) yearly
averaged concentrations which are assumed to depend on the
following ﬁve emission precursors: Nitrogen oxides (NOx), Volatile
Organic Compounds (VOC), Sulfur Dioxides (SO2), Primary Partic-
ulate Matter (PPM) and Ammonia (NH3). Since Thunis et al. (2015)
showed in their application of a full AQ model over three domains
in Europe that non-linear effects were marginal and could be
neglected for yearly/seasonal averaged PM10 model responses, we
will assume linearity in the following derivations and consider-
ations, leading to the following equation for a given receptor
cell “j”:
Cj ¼ C0j þ
XP
p
XN
i
apijE
p
i (1)
where N is the number of source grid cells within the domain and P
is the number of precursors. As seen from this equation, the relation
between each precursor (p) in each source cell (i) and a receptor cell
(j) is linear, therefore characterized by one constant ðapijÞ. Although
a linear relation needs only one coefﬁcient to be deﬁned the
number of unknowns (P  Nþ1, i.e. the N  P apij coefﬁcients plus
the background C0j ) remains important and can easily lead to a non-
manageable number of simulations to be performed with a full AQ
model (e.g. the number of unknowns would reach 12501 for a
domain of 50  50 cells and 5 precursors).
The coefﬁcients apij in Equation (1) are the absolute potencies
described in Thunis and Clappier (2014) deﬁned as the ratio of the
concentration change (with respect to the base-case) to the asso-
ciated emission change, for a given scenario. It is also important to
point out that while the approach followed in Equation (1) is pre-
cursor driven, the approach could easily be adapted to macro-
sectors.
In the next two sub-sections we will analyze how the problem
can be simpliﬁed by aggregating the source cells and/or receptor
cells (i.e. the coefﬁcients apij will be assumed to be constant over a
range of source and/or receptor cells).
2.2. Fixed source aggregation and 1 cell receptor window
In this conﬁguration, source grids are aggregated in ﬁxed
geographical entities, e.g. countries, regions or set of regions/
countries while receptor grids are still considered cell per cell
(Fig. 2 top, illustrated for two countries). This approach is used in
GAINS-EU (Amann et al., 2011), GAINS-IT (Mircea et al., 2014 and
D'Elia et al., 2009) or in the TM5-FASST models.
The number of unknowns is then directly proportional to the
number of geographical entities selected. Equation (1) then trans-
forms into:
Cj ¼ C0j þ
XP
p¼1
XNA
i¼1
apijE
p
i (2)
where NA is the number of emission aggregation zones selected and
Epi is the precursor “p” emission of the ﬁxed entities “i”. In this case
the minimum number of required scenarios is equal to the number
of unknowns (i.e. P  NAþ1).
Fig. 2. Various conﬁgurations for source (emission) aggregations, considering ﬁxed
entitites (top) and sliding entities as quadrants (middle) and multiring (bottom).
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system of equations to be solved to ﬁnd the different unknowns.
The following system is written for a given receptor cell “j”:
CBCj ¼ C0j þ
XP
p¼1
XNA
i¼1
apijE
p;BC
i
CSCð1Þj ¼ C0j þ
XP
p¼1
XNA
i¼1
apijE
p;SCð1Þ
i
«
CSCðNAPÞj ¼ C0j þ
XP
p¼1
XNA
i¼1
apijE
p;SCðNAPÞ
i
(3)
where SC(n) denote the nth scenario. In GAINS these simulations
are performed by reducing each precursor and source aggregation
entity independently from each other, i.e. by changing one emission
type at a time to identify the corresponding unknown coefﬁcient.
This approach has the clear advantage of reducing the number of
unknowns drastically and consequently the number of required
scenarios (now proportional to NA). If we consider an application of
GAINS with 30 countries and 5 precursors, the “entity to cell”
approach would lead to 151 unknowns per receptor cell. It has
however the disadvantage of pre-deﬁning and ﬁxing the source
aggregation areas. Indeed this formulation does not allow
analyzing the response of the SR models on other entities than
those initially used to design the SR model. In particular, because
the SR model formulation only considers relations between coun-
tries and receptor cells, source areas smaller than a country cannot
be considered. Consequently, the spatial resolution of the SR model
is pre-deﬁned by the ﬁxed entities used in the scenario run. The
only way to improve the spatial resolution to account for the impact
of speciﬁc emission sources (e.g. regions rather than countries) is
then to redo a set of scenarios with the AQ model. Improving the
spatial resolution becomes therefore rapidly time consuming. Forexample, down-scaling the approach from countries to regions (i.e.
about 300 NUTS2 regions within Europe) while keeping an
extended coverage for the modeling domain (e.g. Europe) would
lead to a very large number of unknowns to be identiﬁed, i.e. a
signiﬁcant number of scenarios to be performed (e.g. 1500 sce-
narios in the case of 300 aggregation zones and 5 precursors).2.3. Sliding source aggregation and zonal receptor window
Another approach is to associate speciﬁc emission aggregations
to each receptor cell. The aggregation entities are then sliding
within the domain in such a way that their locations relative to the
receptor cells are always the same. Many types of aggregations are
possible but we focus here on two approaches, one that is currently
used in regional integrated assessment tools, the second that is
developed in the frame of this work to optimize the efﬁciency of the
spatial emission aggregations:
 Quadrants (see Fig. 2 middle). In this case, four quadrants are
associated to each receptor cell. This reduces drastically the
number of unknowns to NA ¼ 4 but at the cost of aggregating in
single entities short and long distance emissions. This is the
approach followed in RIAT/RIATþ (Carnevale et al., 2012).
 Multi-ring (see Fig. 2 bottom). This aggregation is similar to the
quadrants but uses aggregated entities arranged in several rings
(in our example, NA ¼ 25 distributed on 3 rings) to improve the
spatial resolution of the emission impacts.
Similarly to the ﬁxed entities, the emissions within each
aggregated entities are equally treated, i.e. all emission cells
aggregated within an entity contribute equally to the concentration
at the receptor cell. Then, the results of the scenario and base case
runs are used to write a system of equations similar to (3) for each
receptor cell “j”:
CBCj ¼ C0j þ
XP
p¼1
XNA
i¼1
apijE
p;BC
ij
CSCð1Þj ¼ C0j þ
XP
p¼1
XNA
i¼1
apijE
p;SCð1Þ
ij
«
CSCðNAPÞj ¼ C0j þ
XP
p¼1
XNA
i¼1
apijE
p;SCðNAPÞ
ij
(4)
where Epij are the precursor “p” emissions of the entity “i”. Note that,
because source entities are sliding, their emissions do not only
depend on the source entity “i” but also on the receptor cell “j”. The
number of source entities for all receptor cells within the domain is
equal to N  NA (for example 50  50 cells and 4 quadrants would
lead to 10'000 entities). Obviously, the number of sliding entities
becomes far too large to proceed as with ﬁxed entities, i.e. generate
one speciﬁc scenario for each precursor and each entity,
independently.
But, system (4) is solved for each receptor cell “j” independently.
For one receptor cell “j”, the number of unknowns in system (4) is
equal to P  NAþ1 (for example with 5 precursors and 4 quadrants
the system has 21 unknowns). One base case run and P  NA sce-
nario runs based on emission reductions applied over the whole
domain provide enough values of concentrations in each cell. These
concentrations can then be used to solve the system of P  NAþ1
Equation (4) for each receptor cell.
In systems (3) and (4) the coefﬁcients apij quantify the relation
between the source entity emissions and the receptor cell con-
centration. One difference between the two approaches is however
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characterized by emission reductions applied only over the ﬁxed
source entities, whereas in system (4) the apij are obtained from
scenario where emissions are reduced over the whole domain.
Consequently, sliding entities are not attached to the entity areas
set in the AQ model scenario runs. They provide ﬂexibility in the
application of the sourceereceptor relationships as the area over
which emissions is reduced can freely be deﬁned a posteriori.
On the other hand, the accuracy of this approach depends on the
capacity of the sliding entities to capture the spatial distributions of
the emissions around the receptor cell. Generally, the more entities
within amulti-ring structure, themore quadrants considered or the
largest the number of ﬁxed entities, the more accurate the results
will be, but a larger number of source aggregation entities directly
impacts the number of simulations to be performed. A compromise
must therefore be found between these two factors according to
the level of quality pursued. In this work we will use a 25 elements
multi-ring structure. This structure extends sufﬁciently far around
each receptor cell to cover all emission impacts within the
modeling domain. Emission impacts from further distance are
accounted through boundary conditions in the AQ model
simulations.
In summary, the aggregation of source cells allows reducing the
number of unknowns needed to characterize the SR model, i.e. the
number of source aggregation determines the size of the problems
to be solved. Themain advantage of a sliding approach to deﬁne the
source aggregations is to provide more ﬂexibility (a posteriori) in
deﬁning the area where emission reductions take place.
With a sliding approach to deﬁne the source entities, an addi-
tional assumption can be made that reduces the number of
required simulations to be performed. Indeed the links between
one receptor cell and its related emission sources are characterized
by parameters that can be assumed equal over a given geographical
zone (i.e. a set of grid cells around the receptor cell) (Fig. 3 bottom).
We will call “receptor window” this geographical zone where all
coefﬁcients are assumed constant around a receptor cell. With such
an assumption the number of required scenarios signiﬁcantly re-
duces because the information retrieved from one scenario can
nowbe used to feed different equations in the system related to oneFig. 3. Receptor windows conﬁgurations, with speciﬁc links for each single cell (top)
and links assumed equal over a given geographical areas (bottom).speciﬁc receptor cell. Considering a zone around the receptor cell
“j”, some equations within system (4) can then be substituted as
follows:
CBCj ¼ C0j þ
XP
p¼1
XNA
i¼1
apijE
p;BC
ij
CBCj1 ¼ C0j þ
XP
p¼1
XNA
i¼1
apijE
p;BC
ij1
CBCjþ1 ¼ C0j þ
XP
p¼1
XNA
i¼1
apijE
p;BC
ijþ1
«
(5)
where the second and third equations have been fedwith base-case
concentration and emission values corresponding to the cell “j1”
and “jþ1” belonging to the zone where all coefﬁcients are assumed
equal (i.e. same apij and C
0
j ). As we see the number of unknowns
remains unchanged, i.e. P  NAþ1 but the number of scenario
simulations required to identify these unknowns is now reduced to
(P  NAþ1)/NW where NW is the number of grid-cells belonging to
the receptor window.
In the approach proposed in this work, the receptorwindowwill
either contain 9 or 25 cells, including the receptor cell (i.e. the re-
ceptor cell itself plus the ﬁrst or second rings of neighboring cells).
In the RIAT/RIAT þ model, the zone is large, generally encom-
passing the entire domain in the case of regional applications. As a
result of the assumptions made on the receptor window and the
emission quadrants, few simulations are theoretically necessary to
solve the system. In practice a larger number of simulations
(around 20) are performed to feed a machine learning (neural
network) approach which requires many data as input.
In summary, the assumptions made in terms of source aggre-
gation and receptor window will lead to different impacts on the
system to resolve. While the number of aggregated sources
(together with the number of precursors) ﬁxes the number of un-
knowns in the system, the size of the receptor window directly
determines the number of scenarios required to identify these
unknowns.2.4. Relative vs. absolute formulation, robustness and co-linearity
In this section we discuss general aspects which apply to the
sourceereceptor relationship model for all possible combination
proposed earlier, regardless of the assumptions made in terms of
source aggregation and receptor window.2.4.1. Relative vs. absolute formulation
Systems (3), (4) and/or (5) can be re-formulated in relative
terms by subtracting the base-case values from all scenario equa-
tions. This leads to a set of equations expressed in terms of delta
concentrations ðDCSCðnÞj ¼ CBCj  C
SCðnÞ
j Þ and delta emissions
ðDESCðnÞij ¼ EBCij  E
SCðnÞ
ij Þ. The system (3) can for example be re-
written as:
DCSCð1Þj ¼
XP
p¼1
XNA
i¼1
apijDE
p;SCð1Þ
ij
«
DCSCðNAPÞj ¼
XP
p¼1
XNA
i¼1
apijDE
p;SCðNAPÞ
ij
(6)
The system expressed in delta values contains one less equation
(with respect to the system formulated in absolute values) but also
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from: Cj ¼ CBCj  DCj.
One can either use the absolute approach for the SR relation-
ships solving systems (3) or (5) and retrieve then the delta values or
use the relative approach solving system (6) and retrieve then the
absolute values. For a single cell receptor window the two ap-
proaches are strictly equivalent, whereas this is not the case for a
receptor window deﬁned as a zone. Indeed, while the absolute
formulation would assume a constant background value ðC0j Þ
within the zone (see system (5)), nothing can be assumed for C0j in
relative terms because the background does not appear in this
formulation (see system (6)). The impact of this assumption has
been quantiﬁed in this work by testing both formulations with
different receptor window sizes.2.4.2. Robustness
In the previous paragraph we have seen that a SR model based
on ﬁxed source aggregation associated with a single cell receptor
window (e.g. GAINS or TM5-FASST) require NA  Npþ1 simulations
to identify the coefﬁcients. Theses simulations are designed as a
series of scenarios in addition to a base case. These scenarios are
generally performed by reducing each precursor and source ag-
gregation entity independently from each other. Consequently,
system (6) can be written as follow:
DCSCð1Þj ¼ a11jDE
1;SCð1Þ
1j
DCSCð2Þj ¼ a21jDE
2;SCð2Þ
1j
«
DCSCðPþ1Þj ¼ a12jDE
1;SCðPþ1Þ
2j
DCSCðPþ2Þj ¼ a22jDE
2;SCðPþ2Þ
2j
«
DCSCðNAPÞj ¼ aPNAjDE
P;SCðNAPÞ
NAj
(7)
and it becomes trivial to identify the coefﬁcients of the SR
relationship:
a11j ¼ DCSCð1Þj
.
DE1;SCð1Þ1j ; … ; a
P
NAj ¼ DC
SCðNAPÞ
j
.
DEP;SCðNAPÞNAj
But although this set of scenarios is the more straightforward
one to solve system (6) it is not the only one. Indeed any set of
independent scenarios can be used and will lead to a unique so-
lution for system (6). Independency means that the emission delta
from one scenario cannot be expressed as a linear combination of
the emission delta of other scenarios. If the relation between the
emission deltas and the concentration deltas is fully linear, system
(6) will always lead to the same SR coefﬁcients whatever the sce-
nario set chosen. Even though Thunis et al. (2015) showed that the
relation between emission deltas and concentration deltas is close
to linearity for yearly averaged concentrations, it is never fully
linear. Consequently the SR coefﬁcients obtained with different set
of scenarios will not be perfectly identical. The variability of the SR
coefﬁcients can be quantiﬁed by statistical methods which require
more scenarios than the exact number requested to solve system
(5), leading to an over-deﬁned system (i.e. more equations than
unknowns). A regression ﬁt can then be used to ﬁnd the linear
approximation between emissions delta and concentrations delta
which will minimize the residual errors (i.e. differences between
the concentrations delta provided by the CTM and the concentra-
tions delta obtained with the linear approximation). From the re-
sidual errors it is then possible to estimate a statistical distribution
and a conﬁdence interval for each SR coefﬁcient. The more linear
the relation between emissions and concentration is, the lower the
residual errors are, the narrower the SR coefﬁcients conﬁdenceintervals are and the more robust the regression estimate is.
As shown earlier an extended receptor window zone reduces
the number of requested simulations at the expense of a loss of
accuracy. On the other hand, since fewer simulations are necessary,
additional simulations can more easily be performed to assess the
robustness of the solution. A compromise needs therefore to be
found between accuracy and robustness. For a given number of
scenarios, a large receptor window zone associated to few source
aggregation entities will produce many more equations than un-
known coefﬁcients. Consequently, robustness can be high while
accuracy might be low. On the contrary, a small receptor window
zone associated with a large number of source aggregation entities
can lead to a weaker robustness but to a higher accuracy.
In this work the robustness of the results has been estimated
using a Monte-carlo analysis which generated a set of 1000 SR
coefﬁcients varying within their respective 95% conﬁdence in-
tervals and assuming uniform distributions. Each set of coefﬁcients
has been used to calculate 1000 values of concentration deltas.
2.4.3. Co-linearity
As seen earlier (Equation (5)) the concentration delta at one
receptor cell j is expressed as a linear combination of the emission
deltas from all precursors p in all aggregation sources i. In this
linear relation, the coefﬁcients apij result from a linear ﬁtting
involving a large number of input (i.e. DCj and DE
p
ij from different
scenarios and cells inside a receptor window, see systems (5) and
(6)). As a result of this ﬁtting process, each coefﬁcient apij quantiﬁes
directly the impact of DEpij (the delta emissions of the aggregation
source i and the precursor p) on DCj(the concentration delta in cell
j). A high coefﬁcient value stems from a high correlation between
DEpij and DCj indicating a strong impact of DE
p
ij on DCj in the CTM
simulation. One of the issues is that different source aggregations
associated to a receptor cell are generally not independent from
each other (e.g. DEpij is correlated to DE
p
iþ1j). If DCj are strongly
impacted by a ﬁrst source aggregation (AgS1) and weakly affected
by a second one (AgS2) in the CTM simulation, the expected values
should be high for apij (AgS1) and low for a
p
ij (AgS2). However, the
strong correlation between AgS1 and AgS2 indirectly generates a
high correlation between AgS2 and the DCj (because DCj and AgS1
are strongly correlated). In this particular case, the apij coefﬁcients
for AgS1 and AgS2 will both be high, resulting in a wrong repre-
sentation of the CTM simulation. The dependency between AgS1
and AgS2 is related to the way the emission scenarios are sampled.
Indeed another scenario set might lead to totally different relations
between AgS1 and AgS2 indicating a low robustness.
The tests performed in this study have shown that co-linearity
decreases while robustness increases with the number of sce-
nario used for the regression ﬁt.
Another way of reducing co-linearity is to apply a Principal
Component Regression (PCR). In a ﬁrst step a Principal Component
Analysis (PCA, Eder et al., 2014) is applied to the input data (i.e. the
delta emissions mentioned in system (6)). The Principal Compo-
nent Analysis is a procedure that converts a set of possibly corre-
lated variables into a set of linearly uncorrelated ones. This leads to
a new set of input data, called Principal Components, expressed as a
linear combination of the original ones. The next step is to apply the
PCR (Rajab et al., 2013), implementing a regression analysis tech-
nique based not on the initial explanatory variables, but on a subset
(i.e. explaining 95% of the total variance) of the principal compo-
nents resulting from the PCA application. This two-steps approach
reduces the co-linearity and improves the robustness of the results.
3. Practical application
In this section the different options presented above to design a
Table 1
Set of emission reduction scenarios, used for the CTM simulations, and needed to
prepare surrogate models. Scenario 1 represents the base case, while the other
scenarios are computed applying the % emission reductions as shown in Table (see
text of the paper for more details).
NOx VOC NH3 PPM SO2
1
2 37% 33% 28% 28% 7%
3 66% 60% 50% 51% 14%
4 66% 33% 28% 28% 7%
5 37% 60% 28% 28% 7%
6 37% 33% 50% 28% 7%
7 37% 33% 28% 51% 7%
8 37% 33% 28% 28% 14%
9 66% 60% 28% 28% 7%
10 66% 33% 50% 51% 14%
11 66% 33% 50% 28% 8%
12 66% 33% 50% 28% 14%
Fig. 4. Emilia Romagna regional domain, located in Northern Italy.
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regional scale modeling domain. These tests mainly focus on the
different assumptions possible in terms of source aggregation and
receptor window but the impact of formulating the problem in
relative or absolute terms will also be addressed. At ﬁrst, a brief
description of the modeling set-up is provided.3.1. Case set-up
The Chemical Transport Model CHIMERE has been applied by
ARPA-EMR to perform simulations in the frame of the LIFEþOPERAFig. 5. Comparison between the CTM and S/R model, for scenarios 10, left: scatter plot, right
R-window: “all domain”, S-aggregation:“quadrants”.project (see www.operatool.eu for more details). These simula-
tions, available over northern Italy for the period OctobereMarch to
reconstruct PM concentrations, are then used in this study. In
addition to the base case,12 emission scenarios have been designed
in the frame of the OPERA project (Table 1) to cover the potential
range of reduction levels. The minimum reduction level corre-
sponds to the application of Current Legislation (2010 CLE) while
the maximum level is obtained after application of all feasible
emission abatement measures (2020 MFR). The emission re-
ductions are only applied within the Emilia Romagna region (Fig. 4)
while emission reductions outside this region are kept to the CLE
(2020) level. The selected combinations of precursor emission
reduction (i.e. for each scenario) are obtained through application
of a factor analysis approach (Carnevale et al., 2010). SR models are
developed for winter averaged PM10 concentrations as a function
of the 5 emission precursors previously mentioned. The approach
remains valid and could be applied to other pollutants as long as
the relations between sources and concentrations can be assumed
linear. This is the case for example of NO2 and O3 which were
shown to behave linearly for relatively long time averages (Thunis
et al., 2015).
Model simulations are necessary for two purposes. A ﬁrst set of
simulations is required to derive the SR model (i.e. identify the
unknown coefﬁcients) while a second set serves for validation
(comparison between the Chemical Transport Model and the SR
model). The ﬁrst and second set should be as distinct as possible to
guarantee a proper validation. In this practical application, 8 sce-
narios (referred as training) are used to derive the SR model
whereas 4 are used for validation. As the quality of the results is
similar for all 4 validation scenarios only one is used in the
following sections.
3.2. SR formulation: absolute vs. relative
The aim of this section is to analyze the impact of using either a
relative (relating emissions delta to concentrations delta) or an
absolute (relating emissions to concentrations) formulation for the
training and validation phases.
Figs. 5 and 6 clearly show that better performances are obtained
with a relative approach. As mentioned the absolute and relative
formulations would lead to strictly equivalent results if the receptor
window is restricted to one cell. When the receptor window is
larger, however, results could differ. This results from the fact that
the background concentration C0j is assumed to be similar in all grid
cells belonging to the zone in the absolute formulationwhile this is
not the case in relative terms. The difference between the two
formulations will tend to decrease when the receptor window zone
size decrease and the two formulations are strictly equivalent for amap of absolute differences. Conﬁguration of S/R model: Training on “absolute” values,
Fig. 8. Same as Fig. 6 but the S/R model uses a 3  3 R-window.
Fig. 9. Same as Fig. 7 but the S/R model uses a 5  5 R-window and “multi-ring” S-aggregation.
Fig. 7. Same as Fig. 6 but the S/R model uses a 5  5 R-window.
Fig. 6. Comparison between the CTM and S/R model, for scenarios 10, left: scatter plot, right map of absolute differences. Conﬁguration of S/R model: Training on “delta” values, R-
window: “all domain”, S-aggregation:“quadrants”.
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Fig. 10. Computing the standard deviation of the Monte Carlo simulations performed, for the standard regression (left) and Principal Component Regression (right).
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reference in the following comparisons.
3.3. Receptor window size and source aggregation number and
shape
First, the impact of the assumption made on the receptor win-
dow on the accuracy of the results is assessed by comparing results
obtained with different receptor zone conﬁgurations: (1) a zone of
3  3 cells, (2) a zone of 5  5 cells and (3) a zone covering the
entire domain. As clearly shown by Figs. 6e8, results improve with
smaller size of receptor zones.
Regarding source aggregation, the impact of the different as-
sumptions (number and shape) is investigated by comparing the
quadrants and the multi-ring approaches. The multi-ring approach
clearly leads to better results than the quadrants (Fig. 9), as a result
of its better spatial resolution and of allowing for differentiating
short and long distance emission changes for each receptor cell.
In summary smaller window zone associated to well resolved
aggregation sources lead to more accurate results. In the next
section we will investigate whether this SR conﬁguration also lead
to robust results.
3.4. Robustness and uncertainty analysis
The Principal Component Regression (PCR) approach has been
used to reduce co-linearity among the input data (combinations of
precursors and emission aggregations) to improve the robustness
of the regression results.
The robustness of the results is tested by using a Monte-CarloFig. 11. Same as Fig. 9 but the S/R model applies the Principalanalysis to generate 1000 different set of regression coefﬁcients.
These 1000 set of coefﬁcients are used to calculate 1000 values of
concentration deltas which are distributed around the results ob-
tained with the initial regression. For each cell the standard devi-
ation of the results (over the 1000 simulations) has been computed,
and shown in Fig. 10. The results obtained with a standard linear
regression method are shown on Fig. 10 (left). The standard devi-
ation between the simulations reached also values up to 4 mg/m3
showing a high degree of variability and sensitivity even to small
values of the coefﬁcients (as estimated in the Monte-Carlo anal-
ysis). Fig. 10 (right) shows the results obtained when the PCR
approach is used. The standard deviation is considerably reduced,
showing a much smaller uncertainty on the output.
A comparison of the best results obtained with the standard
regression and PCR e Principal Component Regression (Figs. 9e11)
shows that a PCR implementation provides slightly less accurate
(but more robust) results than standard regression. In the proposed
methodology the PCR is ﬁnally used, as it represents a better
compromise between accuracy and robustness than a standard
regression.
4. Conclusion
Sourceereceptor relationships are simpliﬁed models that are
constructed to mimic the behavior of full air quality models. As a
result of their simplicity, they run much faster. While an air quality
model simulation will probably require hours or days of CPU for a
full year run, depending on domain size and available computa-
tional power, the SR model will only requires minutes or seconds.
The SR model can therefore be used in real-time in integratedComponent Regression instead of the simple Regression.
A. Clappier et al. / Environmental Modelling & Software 74 (2015) 66e7474assessment models to relate the impacts of emission changes on
concentration levels. Different approaches based on different levels
of assumptions exist to design these SR models. In this work the
assumptions made in terms of emission aggregation and receptor
window are differentiated. These assumptions indeed have
important consequences on the resulting size of the problem to be
solved (i.e. number of equations and unknowns) but also on the
number of simulations to be performed to solve this system.
While the aggregation of emissions has been shown to reduce
the size of the system, the size of the receptor window directly
inﬂuences the number of requested scenarios. Two main options
currently used to aggregate emissions have been analyzed, i.e. ﬁxed
and sliding. The approach proposed in this work follows the sliding
aggregation option as it has the main advantage of allowing ﬂexi-
bility in the deﬁnition of the source aggregation a-posteriori. This is
seen as a key advantage as we want to use the SR model for
emission changes imposed on any given domain. Regarding the
receptor side, results clearly show that the smallest the receptor
window is, the better the results are. In the proposed approach a
receptor window zone of 9 cells is selected as this preserves a good
accuracy while in the same time reduces the number of requested
simulations by a factor of 9.
This SR model has been tested either in relative (delta concen-
tration vs. emission delta) or absolute forms. The relative formu-
lation has been shown to performmuch better in terms of accuracy
than the absolute one and has therefore been adopted in the pro-
posed approach. From the point of view of robustness, it has been
shown that, to manage co-linearity among input, a viable option is
to apply the Principal Component Regression approach. This allows
for a robust solution, even if with a slight decrease in terms of
accuracy.
The practical application of the proposed approach based on a
multi-ring to zone SRmodel, on a regional domain, has shown good
results. As future work, additional emission aggregation types will
be explored; and at the same time, non-linear parts will be added to
the regression model in case of need (as in the case of an extension
of this work to other pollutants, or other time aggregations).
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